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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 34958 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
It is any form of abuse, persecution, annoyance, harassment, disqualification, persecution or harassment that a person
or a company runs on someone or something.  Why are you can talk school, physical, real estate, labor, sexual,
psychological harassment and cyberbullying including when using electronic information, social networks and other
media to track down and injure someone.

&#40;sic&#41; en el codigo civil
It is an abbreviation of a Latin expression, "sic erat scriptum" which means so it was written.  It is an adverb in Latin
meaning so.  It means textual, literal, as well.  It is placed in parentheses in a writing to indicate that although it seems
erroneous, so was a text originally written. 

,ajagua
By error of fingering wrote, ajagua, but they actually ask for majagua (, and m are followed on the keyboard).  It is the
name of a plant, which is also known as hibiscus or Cayenne.  It is the family Malvaceae.  Majagua is a municipality of
Cuba and a river of Panama.  It also tells you majagua other Malvaceae plant, known as jonote or burío, used in
basketry.

-aco
It is a ending that is used as a suffix and means contempt (derogatory form).  It can also mean that it relates to
something, affected by something, or resembles something ( . 

-ardo
It is a suffix that is used to form derivative words indicating derogatory and augmentative (more than).  It is of Germanic
origin and means strong, brave, bold.  It is used a lot to form male names (Bernardo, Leonardo, Gerardo, Medardo,
Libardo).  It integrates words like bollard, millardo, bucardo and nizardo. 

-fobia
It is a suffix of Greek origin meaning fear, fear, rejection, hatred. 

-gera
It is a suffix of Latin origin meaning the one who carries or carries. 

-itis
It is a suffix used in medicine to indicate inflammation.  It is of Greek origin and its original meaning was "disease that
affects". 

-menta
It is a Latin instrumental suffix, which means together, group, grouping, conglomerate.  The word antler shaped roots
Latin cornus (horn) and Peppermint (Group, group).

-oide
It is a suffix that means that it looks, that it is similar, that it resembles, but that is not the same.  It's shaped like
something. 



-orra
It is a suffix that is used to form derived words that denote contempt (derogatory) and that is diminutive or in some cases
augmentative, but with negative connotations (which is unpleasant or uncomfortable). 

-ptero
It is a suffix of Greek origin meaning wing. 

-scopio
It is a suffix of Greek origin and means instrument for seeing or examining.  Object to be observed or looked at.  Which
is useful to look at or observe carefully. 

-voro
It is a suffix of Latin origin meaning that it devours, that it eats, that it feeds on. 

0nicotomia
The correct term is onicotomia ( Instead of the or is the number zero and with tilde ). It means removal of a fingernail.
Surgical excision of a ( Remove it, remove it, tear it off 41.

1 onza
1 ounce is a measure of weight that equals 28, 7 grams.  It is one sixteenth of a pound.  Portion of a bar or bar of
chocolate (square).  It is also called ounce a feline mammal of medium size in America, also known as Moor cat,
jaguarundi, candingo, cat servante and jaguarondi.  Its scientific name is Puma yagouaroundi and belongs to the family
Felidae.  It lives from the South of Mexico, to Argentina.

14
Fourteen , Is a two-digit number.  In Colombia it means in colloquial language favor. 

2c-b
It is one of the names of a synthetic drug.  Tusi or tucibi is also used, tuci sometimes.  Chemically it is a
phenylethylamine: 4-bromo-2, 5-dimethoxyphenylethylamine (2C-B).  It is also called pink cocaine, bromo-mescaline.  It
is usually a mixture of ketamine, a stimulant like caffeine and a sweetener. 

:retroespectivo
: retroespectivo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Retrospective" being its meaning:<br>Restrospectivo
means having as reference something that already happened before or has effects or effective retroactively.

a beneficio
It is the definition of Pro.  In help, in amparo, in favour for good.

a beneficio de inventario
It means " just so know " " for your knowledge, " " so have it in note 34.

a beneficio de invertario
It is a legal formula that allows an heir to cover debts only with what he receives from inheritance only and not affecting



his own patrimony.

a boca de jarro
It means very close, close, close.  It also means improvised way, suddenly, without thinking.  It is also used to point
blank.  At point-blank range.  A short distance.

a bocajarro
It means close, cerquitica.

a brazo partido
You want to say with great decision, hard, with great fortitude, without rest.

a buen entendedor,pocas palabras
It means that it must not give explanations to those who know a subject.

a buen paso locucion
"A good step", locution, is a way of saying that something is done at a good pace and that develops within the terms of
time planned or agreed.  That walks at a good pace, measuring the effort.  Measured Way.

a cabalidad
It means the right way.  It was done completely, it did not lack anything, complete, fair, accurate, complete, perfect.  It
means finished, complete.

a cachete
I agree that should be " of cheek ". In Colombia, it is often used to denote a person who sticks to friends to drink or eat
without spending anything. Also say " " " Cap gratiniano 34, " goterero 34, " 34 Canal;   ( eye; Here is to put the channel,
nothing to do with Panama ).

a cada rato
The correct term is all the time.  It means very repeatedly, very often.  That is something that is done or it is said many
times repeatedly.

a cada y espada
to each sword is incorrectly written and should be written as "to cloak and sword." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is " A swashbuckling ". You want to say with great decision, with much vigour, at all costs, without limits, very hard,
with all the strength. Fuerte.En Colombia colloquially say " With all the toys, " " With all ".

a calzo quitado
The complete phrase is " Talk to Calzón got " It is used in Colombia to mean speak clearly and convincingly, without
taboos or limitations.  Clear things up.

a calzón quitado
to removed Calzón is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Talk to Calzón got" being its meaning:<br>Colombia
uses the entire phrase " Talk to Calzón got "   ( or removed ).  It means be honest, speak out, define once and for all the



differences, clarify everything.  Front.  Discuss, clarify, define, delimit.

a capa y espada
Defend with much determination and vehemence.

a cara o cruz
" To heads or tails " means luck. In Colombia we say " To face and seal " " To the 34 carisellazo; or " To the pinochazo ".
Choose something through the use of luck. Form of drawing of a judge at the start of a soccer match. Decisions by
means of random.

a carga cerrada
The militia is enveloping and relentlessly attack.  Intensity of combat.  Rounding up.

a carta cabal
You want to get right.  Serving with correction, which complies with all established social norms.  Correct, complete,
without blemish, full, fair, accurate, pure, consummate.

a circo lleno
It is a slang way of saying that there is many naive people who still believe in politicians.  Really what is meant is that
people still is fooled with antics.

a dentelladas
In Colombia it means bites, muelazos, tarescazos.

a divinis
Divinis you mean in divine things.  It is a pity in canonical law, which imposes a priest which is suspended him say mass
and perform liturgical acts.

a empollones
to nerds it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "To shove." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is shoved.
 It means to shoves, pushed by lunges, nudges, onslaught, stupidly.

a espuertas
to baskets is incorrectly written and it should be written as "cestados, canastados," being its meaning:<br>Full, full,
abundant, by cestadas, by canastados, spurt, cats and dogs.

a gatas:
In Colombia the expression "cats".  means with a lot of difficulty, very difficult, laborious.  With a lot of effort, with
complications, it requires a lot of sacrifice.

a la chuña
In Central America it means clean, barefoot. 



a la cochiguagua
Chile means in a very relaxed way, without commitments or obligations.  Decomplicated, soft, quiet, calm.  It can be
associated with something very easy or uncomplicated.  Free or cheap.  Derived from "guagua car" or baby car (nothing
more relaxed than a baby's rest in your stroller).

a la marosca
It means misfortune, bad luck, collapse.

a la sazon
at the same time it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "At the time" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is at the time.  It means at that time, at that time.  It also means timely, in time.

a la soldadesca
It means style, usage, or custom of the soldiers or the troop.  Field, avio, refreshments, supplies meals.  In the style of
wayfarers and adventurers, campaign.

a la topa tolondra
In Colombia it means in a disorderly or careless way.  Chaotic.

a las bravas
It is used more "to the Brava".  In Colombia it means by force, in a peremptory way, obligated, whatever.  Without
respecting rules or agreements.  Forced.

a las maravillas a las mil maravillas
The right thing is just " Swimmingly ".  It is an expression used in Colombia.    " Wings thousand wonders " It means
perfect, phenomenal, ideal, sublime, flawless, unsurpassed, superb. Its antonyms are " As the dogs at mass " , Devil,
demon, terrible.

a lo hecho, pecho
It is a common expression in Colombia, which means that each who is responsible for their actions. Answer by things
done. Assume responsibility.

a lo nbestia
to the nbestia is incorrectly written and should be written as "to the beast" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is " to
the beast ". You want to say in a very crude manner, to the gross, careless and irresponsible way. Without measuring
the results or consequences. Force and without thinking. In Colombia we say also to the brush.

a los cuatro vientos
It means everywhere, in every sense and direction.  In all directions.  irradiated way.

a mano alzada
It is a resource we use engineers to explain something quickly, using a few strokes.  It is a drawing that is made quickly,
to look like a drawing or map.  It is usually done on a notebook or table, in the field, where we can't use a desk or a
table.  Sketch, scheme.  sketch, sketch, draft, drawing, drawing, stroke.



a mansalva
In Colombia it is used to indicate treason, with advantage, without any risk to the one who executes, over-safely .  It can
also mean bulk, by heap, in abundance, in great quantity.

a moco tendido
It means crying disconsolately, cry so exaggerated and prolonged.  Questions, afflicted, compungido, troubled, gimiente,
shocked.

a otro perro con su hueso
"Another dog with that bone" is a very Colombian location that means: do not try to deceive me, I do not believe in your
deceit or lies.  Liar, fake.

a palo seco
In Colombia "dry stick" means without drinking liquor, without drinking, without eating alcoholic beverages.  Teetotaller
Party. 

a parte
Besides it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Apart or separate." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
separate or you turn.  It means section, selection, choice, highlighted, underlined.  Making part of a text, which is located
within a larger text.

a paso firme
In Colombia it means decisively, without fear.

a pata pelada
In Colombia it means without shoes, barefoot, without shoes.  It is widely used on the Atlantic Coast and even the most
used terminology is "a pata pelá"

a perpetuidad
It means forever, forever, in all times, forever.

a pie puntillas
He is walking on tip toes trying to not make noise. On the sly, in Colombia say " as stepping on eggs ".

a posteriori
It is a Latin locution meaning then, after of, later, later.

a postreriori
to postreriori it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "A posteriori" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is A
posteriori. It is a Latin phrase which means after.

a priori
The Latin phrase priori means " formerly " or " before ".  In advance, ahead of time.



a priori}
The correct term is "a priori".  It is a Latin locution that means firsts, unanalyzed, that does not require an experience. 
With the first impression, before.  It is the opposite of a posteriori (after, experienced, analysis-based,
experience-based).

a rienda suelta
The expression to rein is used in Colombia to say freely, without limits, with all the ease and freedom.  With peace of
mind.  Without interruption, without control.  Galloping.

a sacris
It is a Latin phrase which means the sacred.

a saiña
saina is incorrectly written and it should be written as "To saina" being its meaning:<br>It is of Galician origin, it means
to fatten. To Prime. The word sainar is derived from Latin ( Saginare ) and means the same thing. In catalan it means a
wound bleeding. They are also ways to prepare sin.

a sangre fría
It means do something wild, without showing remorse, feelings or effects.  Without reflecting effects or impacts, with
calm or quiet.  It is the name of a novel of Truman Capote and a film directed by Richard Brooks.

a toda mecha
In Colombia it is a colloquial expression, which means at full speed, very quickly, at maximum speed.  Sometimes you
just say "all."

a todo evento
Entire event or simply all event, this is the award-winning in the game of Skittles or bowling in which joined all the scores
that players get in a tournament. It is the sum total of obtained PIN. Grand Champion.

a todo pulmon
It is incorrectly written to all lung and it should be written as "To all lung" being its meaning:<br>To all lung means shout
with all strength, singing to injured cry. They screamed.

a tope
It means as much as possible, to all, to the limit.  Until the flags.  Overflowed, exceeded, full, full, full.

a traves
It means diagonal, side, side.  It is also used through.  Crossed.

a tumba abierta
To open grave, it means assuming all risks, without measuring consequences.  It means that the only holdout is death. 
Used in cycling slang to say that he gets to full speed.

a tuta



It means he's got himself on his back, to the tuntun.  In Colombia, wear a raised child on your back.

a verbis ad verbera
It is taking the threat action.  The allegation to the totazo.  From words to facts.  Attack.

aa
AA is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 AA; It's an acronym )"being its meaning:<br>Abbreviation of
Alcoholics Anonymous.  Entity nonprofit that helps people with the disease of alcoholism.

aabora
It is one of the common names of African oil palm.  It is also called palm or coroto (or corozo) of Guinea.  Its most
popular name is oil palm.  Its scientific name is Elaeis guineensis and it belongs to the Arecaceae family. 

aabora o aavora
They are two of the common names for oil palm or African palm.  Its scientific name is Eleaeis guineensis and it belongs
to the Arecaceae family.  In Cuba it is a fruit similar to mamey.  Name of a Cinema of Athens, in Greece. 

aacla
Aakla can also be used.  It is the name a shrub in India that is used as a purgative.  Medicinal plant used in India.  It has
a strong latex (acrid milk). 

aafjes bertus
Aafjes, Bertus or best Betus Aafjes should be written.  Well Bertus is first name and Afafjes the surname.  It is the best
known way to name the Dutch journalist, poet and writer Lambertus Jacobus Johannes Aafjes.  He used the pseudonym
Jan Orange and wrote numerous literary works.

aah
Ahh was one of the names given to the Dios Luna, in the ancient Egypt.  It was also called Iah or Yah.  An adult form of
Khonsu or Toth is considered.

aaiba
In medicine is the acronym for Association of allergy, asthma and Immunology Buenos Aires.  It offers specialization in
medicine in Argentina.  Aromatic plant of Asian origin, used in incense.  AIBA, with only one a, is the surname of a
famous Japanese sculptor who makes wonderful bonzais called Takanori Aiba.

aaibas
AAIBAs.  Plural of AAIBA.  They are a series of courses or studies of specializations which are in Buenos Aires for
doctors.  It is an acronym for Association of allergy, asthma and Immunology Buenos Aires.  Name of the congresses
organized by the Argentinean Medical Association.  Aaiba is the name in catalan of a bushy plant of Asian origin.

aaiser
aaiser is incorrectly written, and should be written as Easier.  being its meaning: I think that question is easier.  It is not a
word the Spanish language but English meaning as easy, simple, expeditious, holgado, dock, without effort.



aal
AAL is the official acronym of American Air Lines.  It is a tree of the family Rubiaceae. ( the same coffee 41.  It is also
known as mulberry, Morinda, Moringa or Noni.  It is native to Southeast Asia, China and Indonesia.  Its scientific name is
Moringa citrifolia.  It has many medicinal properties.

aalclimos
Plural of aalclimo .  Aalclimes are also used.  It is one of the common names of the mallard of the Kamtchatka
Peninsula.  Variety of mallard frieze, teal.  It belongs to the family Anatidae and the genus Mareca. 

aalst
It is the Dutch name for a city and a District of Belgium, in the Province of Flanders.  Name of a river in the same region. 
In French and Spanish it is called Alost.  It has more than 1200 years of founding. 

aami
In Medicine, it stands for Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation. 

aamini
It is a term of Nahuatl origin, meaning water hunter, water seeker.  Atlamini can also be used.  Person who through
ancestral rituals helps to discover births of drinking water. 

aamu
In U.S. college slang, it is the acronym for Alabama Agronomic and Mecanic Universiity AAMU.  They are known
sportingly as the Bulldogs. 

aar
German name for a river in Switzerland, which is a tributary of the Rhine River.  This river has also received the names
Arula, Arola, Araris in Latin or Aare in French.  In Germany there are also several rivers called Aar.  Name of a Swiss
Glacial, which is part of the Bernese Alps.  Name of a village in Rajasthan, India.  Name of a fictional planet in Star
Wars.  Fictional planet of the star Deneb.  Acronym in the United States, which may correspond to Air America Radio
(chain of Radio Stations).  In medicine it is short for Chondrolaryngoplasty, which is a surgery that is also called Adam's
Nut Reduction or Tracheal Shave, which reduces thyroid cartilage.  

aare-aar
Name of a river and water complex in Switzerland . 

aargau
It is a term in German that corresponds to the name of a Swiss Canton.  In French Argovie is said and in Spanish and
Italian is Aargau.  The Word as such is made up of two other German words; AAR, the name of a Swiss River and Gau
that means district.

aargeologo
aargeologo is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Aargeologo; With tilde ). "being its meaning:"<br>The
correct term is Aargeologo.  He is a geologist who has been specifically the soils surrounding the Aare River in
Switzerland.



aase
In medicine is the name of a Syndrome that involves anemia and some skeletal or joint deformities.  It's an inherited
condition.  In Stronomy you have to have that Aase is the name of an asteroid ( the 864 ) , which is the same called
Mentha ( 1078 ).  The name Aase is that of a character from a drama by Swedish Henrik Ibsen.  She is the mother of the
protagonist, called Peer Gynt.

aavora
It is one of the common names of palm oil or Palm.  Its scientific name is Eleaeis guineensis and belongs to the family
Arecaceae.  In Cuba is similar to the mamey fruit.

ab
It is a Latin preposition which gives an idea of total separation, deprivation.

ab aeterno
It is a Latin phrase which means always, of life, from all eternity, forever, for life, for eternity, forever.

ab imo pectore
In the depths of my chest or my heart.  From deep in my chest.  In all honesty.

ab irato
It means with a lot of anger, with an outburst of anger or anger.  Low anger, with anger or rage.  It is a Latin phrase. 

ab origine
It is a Latin locution meaning at the beginning, at the beginning, at the beginning.  In legal reference to the first or most
remote antecedents of persons, made or things that are investigated.

abaangui
In Guarani mythology he was the Moon God.  It was characterized by having an immense nose.

abaá
It is the name of a river of Equatorial Guinea.  It also means Communal House or Community House. 

abab
Former Turkish sailor who worked in the galleys of boats at the time of the Byzantine Empire. 

ababangay
Ababangay is the indigenous name of the Bignonia white, also known as Calosanthes, Ababangue or Ababangui.  It is
used to heal the ulcer.  Its scientific name is Bignonia indicates.  It belongs to the family Bignoniaceae.

ababangui
She was best known as Abaangui.  It was the moon goddess in Guaraní mythology.  I had a big nose that you cut it,
threw it into the sky and formed the moon.



ababil
Mythological or fabulous birds named in the Quran, Azora 105.  It is presumed that they were sent by Allah to punish the
Abyssinian cats for their defiance.

ababiles
Plural of ababil .  It is a word of Arab origin and means bird, bird.  Name of fabulous birds quoted in the Qur'aan, which
were used by Allah to attack the Abyssinians.

ababol
It is one of the many common names that the wild poppy plant receives in Spain, especially in Navarre and Aragon.  In
other parts of Spain it is called rooster, nun, friar, altar boy, anapol, abibollo.  Its scientific name is Papaver rhoeas and it
belongs to the Papaveraceae family.  It is a plant from which alkaloids are extracted. 

ababuy
It is one of the common names that receives a wild plum tree and its fruits in Central America and the Caribbean,
especially in Cuba.  It differs from others because it is thorny and smaller.  He is also known as a jocomic in Central
America.  Other names it receives are chocomico, jia, jia chamomile, guille, yana, plum maroon.  Its scientific name is
American Ximenia and belongs to the family Olacaceae. 

ababuy o jocomico
They are two names given in Central America and the Caribbean, to a medium tree known as spiny wild plum.  And it
also receives other names such as: albarillo, plum maroon, jia, jia chamomile, yana, pepenance, yana.  Its scientific
name is American Ximenia.  It belongs to the family Olacaceae.  Its fruits are edible, it has medicinal uses but its leaves
can be toxic.  

ababúnculo
The word is of Latin origin and means grandpa.  Ababúnculo is the name given to a brother of the
great-great-grandmother (almost as a great-great-grandfather or third-grade great-uncle). 

abacanto
It is one of the names of a lobster-like marine crustacean.  Is scientific name is Homarus gammarus and belongs to the
Nephropidae family.  He also called the lobster.

abacatuxia
It is one of the common names of a marine fish.  Its scientific name is Alectis ciliaris and it belongs to the family
Carangidae.  They are very voracious fish.  It is also known as roosterfish, abacatuia, abacatuaja or abacatuya.  They
usually have dorsal and spines.  It is very desirable for sport fishing.   

abacatuxias
Plural of abacatuxia .  It is one of the common names of a marine fish.  Its scientific name is Alectis ciliaris and it belongs
to the family Carangidae.  They are very voracious fish.  It is also known as roosterfish, abacatuia, abacatuaja or
abacatuya.  They usually have dorsal and spines.  It is very desirable for sport fishing. 

abacaxi
It is one of the names that are known in Brazil the pineapple or ananas.  It is a plant of the family Bromeliaceae on berry
fruits edible, refreshing and delicious taste.  It is native to America and its scientific name is Ananas comosus.  It is a



perennial herbaceous plant.

abacena
In Entomology it is the name of a genus of moths (or nocturnal butterflies), which belong to the family Erebidae.  They
are characterized by being large and robust. 

abacería
Small shop, stall.  awning , post .  Makeshift and small place where retail goods are sold.  Chasa . 

abacicarpo
It is one of the common names of a herbaceous plant of the family Brassicaceae.  It has several scientific names that
are synonymous: Arabis alpina, Arabba Albion, Arabis Cantabrica, Arabis Crispata, among others.  It means its fruit is
covered with a hood.

abaciscos
Plural of Abacisco.  Small stone or small piece of porcelain used by the Romans to make mosaics.

abacoas
Name given to an indigenous people of Caribbean (Taino) origin.  Name of a town and a river in Puerto Rico. 

abacorar
Do feel uncomfortable.  It is the Act of harassing, corralling, besiege, leave without exit, press, submit, fustigar, disturb,
annoy.

abactinal
In organisms of radial symmetry, it means opposite to the mouth, away from the mouth.  Apical, dorsal, aboral .  It's a
Latin term. 

abacto
In Veterinary Medicine means expulsion, miscarriage.

abactor
Person who is engaged in general abigeate or the theft of all kinds of livestock.  The abactor is the thief of all kinds of
moving, abíge, cumsmith.

abacuelo
Diminutive and derogatory derivative of abac .  Item used by children to learn to count. 

abaculi
Name of a tile in the checkers game.  In Zulu language it means artist or artists.  Name of a song by Njengomkakhe
(artist of African origin). 

abaddir-abadir



According to Greek mythology, stone that Ops or Opis gave to her husband Saturn to eat.  this stone was used to make
idols or objects of religious type. 

abaddon abadón
It is the name of an angel in Hebrew.  It is also called Abbadon in Hebrew and Apolion in Greek.  Exterminating Angel or
Prince of Darkness .  It also refers to an unstombleless abyss, to the place of the dead, underworld, sheol.  It is named
in the Bible. 

abadejo
Pollock is a sea fish like cod or the charcoal.  Its scientific name is Pollachius pollachius and the family Gadidae.  It is
common in the Bay of Biscay.  With the small fish surimi is prepared.

abadejos
It is the common name for a fish similar to cod.  They also say Serreta.  Its scientific name is Pollachius pollachius and
belongs to the Gadidae family.  It abounds in the Bay of Biscay.

abadesa
Religious superior of a monastery.  Nun ruling in an abbey .  Superior of the convent, mother. 

abadires
It is the plural of abadir.  It is the stone which PAHO did eat your Saturn spouse rather than it engulf Jupiter in which was
the son of both.  Rounded stones, boulders.

abadías
It is the plural of Abbey.  It is all convent or monastery Christian which is under the authority of an Abbot.  Convent,
monastery.

abadón
It is a term of the Hebrew language that means ruin, destruction, disaster, destruction.  Name of the Angel Destroyer or
Death, of the Apocalypse.

abago
It is a word used in Ecuador and southern Colombia.  It is of Cayambi origin.  It has two meanings.  Pays in kind that is
given to those who help harvest maize or other agricultural product.  It can also mean food.  In the Muisca language, the
word means food and may refer to potato, corn, cob or arracacha (The best, the highest quality or largest). Name of a
bogotana craft beer. 

abagó
It is a term to mean the best, the highest quality.  Selected, best, exalted, the more grange.  It is used mostly by
peasants.

abaj
It is a word from the Quiché (Maya) language, which means stone.  In Guatemala, there is an archaeological site called
Takalik Abaj or Abaj Takalik, which means Stopped Stone.   There is a stone idol named Pascual Abaj in the area. 



abajar
It is the action or effect of get off, get off, stock.  It is also subjecting someone to harassment, offend, violate, abuse. 
trim too to a horse to the branding.  Cut many nails.

abajera
Among gauchos, it is a thick blanket that is placed under the saddle on horses, so that it absorbs sweat.  In Colombia
we call it pellón .  It is also called pelleja (formerly it was a tanned skin), sweatshirt. 

abakur
Also used with c : abacur .  It was the name of one of the horses of the Sun Goddess in Norse mythology ( Sunna).

abalagados
It means it looks like rye.  In the form of a esparto or long straw that remains of the cereal after harvesting the spike.  It is
used as a cattle cma or as fodder.  It looks like a big, dense ball of soap.  Spherical. 

abalanzarse
Go or go [someone or something] towards a thing or a place of sudden or violent way. Rush, dash, RAM, disposed of.
Support [a horse] on the hind legs and lift at the same time the front, by default or fear. Prancing is a horse,
empajararse.

abalea
It is an inflection of abalear.  You mean shoot, give bullet, pull, using a firearm against another.

abaleado
Inflection of pouting.  It means shooting, shooting.  Person who has been shot.  Shot, shot.  In Spain, to pouce is to
separate the grain of cereal (wheat or barley) from the straw by broom or manually after screening. 

abaleáis
It is an inflection of abalear.  It means attack by firing a firearm against anyone.  Shoot, Balearic, shoot.  It also means
separating the straw from a cereal grains after be screening, with a broom or something similar.  Remove impurities
from screening beads.  Clean, choose.

abaliza
It is an inflection of custom.  It means defining or demarcating an area with beacons, landmarks, or brands.  Marked.

aballar
It is the action of clarifying or put clearer tone to a painting.  Fade, cushioning.  He is also lead or lead a flock with
difficulty.  It also means giving way to bullet or projectile.  Move with force, shake, shake, squeeze.  Abalar.

aballestó
It's an inflection of aballestar.  It means throwing a cape that is already tense, held by the ends.  Tension, tension. 

abalorio
Striking ornament and of little value.  Account, chaquira or ball with which necklaces, handles and bracelets are made. 



abana
It is the name of a song in Portuguese Léo Santana.  It is also a way to call a banana, a banana to abano (without h it is
fruit and h is tobacco or a color).  It is also an inflection of abanar, which means fan or screening, move back and forth. 
Shake, shake.  Abana, also is a type of fan.

abandera
It is an inflection of abanderar.  It means managing, preside over, lead, and be the main protagonist.  It also means fly or
placing a flag.  Deliver or to choose who will carry a flag.  Delegate.

abanderado
It is said of the athlete appointed by a delegation or country to carry the pendon or flag.  It is usually the most prominent
of the delegation. 

abanderados
Persons in charge of carrying the flag of a sports delegation.  Plural of standard-bearer . 

abanderar
Flag is to designate the athlete who will carry the flag of the country or region that represents in a parade.  Highlight,
outline, highlight, excelling, distinguish.

abandonar
It is the Act of neglect, abandon, forsake to something or someone.  It is also the action of leave, leave, leave, desist,
give, give.

abandonaron
It is an inflection of abandon.  It means leave, leave, leave, forsake, check out.

abandonaste
It is an inflection of abandon.  Means forsake, neglect, renounce, neglect, leave, move, desist.

abandoné
It is an inflection of abandon.  Means give abandon, forsake, give, go, move, retire.

abangasca
It is the name of a Nicaraguan Aboriginal people.  Name of a Nicaraguan town in León and close to Chinandega. 

abanican
It is an inflection of fanning.  It means blowing air with a fan or ventalle.  In America in several countries does not hit the
ball playing baseball.  Not batting, go on strike.  Fail.

abanicar
In Central America and the Caribbean to say go on strike (do not hit the ball the batter), in the argot of baseball. 
Fanning the breeze, fail the slam.  It also take air with a fan, aerate it, blowing wind. Vented.



abanicaré
It's a fan inflection.  In baseball slang it is to fail in the attempt to hit the ball.  Committing a strike.

abanico
It is an inflection of fanning, which means beating the air with something.  In the area north of Colombia say fan to a
ceiling fan.  Also a range is the bit of fabric and a few thin rods of ladies used to fan, taking air in the face to combat the
heat.  It is also used by the flamenco dancers.  Ventalle, protruding, flabellum, blower.  In geology, alluvial fan is an
explayamiento generated by a river, which falls Canyon of the mountain and a part becomes flat and spreads.  It is an
area of high risk for avalanches.  Armero was located over a range of a river (Río Lagunillas), perhaps the smallest of all
in Colombia, less than the Ibagué, Villavicencio, Yopal.

abanico aluvial
It is the desplayadero (or the explayamiento zone) which forms a river that low mountain and reach a valley or plain and
spreads.  Usually complies sediments and sand.  It is a very dangerous zone for avalanches by floods of the rivers.  It is
also called in geomorphology outfall fan cone or Delta dry.   See definition of range.

abanillero
It means born, resident or related to Abanilla, Abanilla is a Spanish municipality in Murcia.

abanillo
In Colombia (especially in Bogotá), bananito, small banana, murrapo, sandwich.  It is a very sweet fruit, its scientific
name is Musa acuminata and belongs to the Musaceae family.  It can also be a fan or fan of small hanging fabric.

abanillos
It is the plural of abanillo.  In some parts of Colombia (in Bogota), abano is another name given to the banana or
banana.  There are a few small bananas.  that also we tell him sandwiches, murrapos or abanillos.  Its scientific name is
Musa acuminata and belongs to the Musaceae family.  It is a disguised way of the ladies refer to "wheels" or "bananas",
chubby stomach.

abaniqueos
Movements or soft displacements of things produced by the wind.  Soft wind, breeze.  Air vibration caused by a fan. 
Blasts of air caused by a fan, Blade, fan or turbine.  Movement of the hands.  In the game of baseball is fail in attempts
to hit the ball with the bat.  Strikes ( Not give hits ).

abano
In the interior of Colombia and especially in Bogotá, is one way to call the banana or banana.  It is a kind of fan hung
from thick fabric (fan) and moving with ropes and pulleys.  Do not confuse with cigar being a tobacco (Cuban).

abanto
In Zoology it is one of the common names of a scavenger bird.  It is also called guirre, Egyptian vulture, Egyptian
vulture.  Its scientific name is Neophron percnopterusy belongs to the family Accipitridae. 

abantos
It is the plural of abanto.  It means groggy, clumsy.  If it refers to a bull you want to say fearful, scary, scary.  It is one of
the common names of a receiving an African bird of prey, which also is cone ce as Egyptian vulture, guirre or Egyptian
vulture.  Its scientific name is Neophron percnopterus and belongs to the family Accipitridae.



abaracua
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people and their native language.  They were settled in what is now the
Department of Cauca.  near Popayán. 

abaranero
It means originating, resident or related to the municipality of Abarán, in the Region of Murcia in Spain.  Mountain
system of that region in the Sierra de la Pila .

abaraska
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  It means Beehive, honeycomb.  Cells, cells.

abaratamiento
In Colombia means discount prices, reducing the cost of things.   Action and effect of lowering.  Discount, bargain,
devaluation devaluation.

abaratar
It is the action or effect of lower commodity prices to increase sales.  It means lowering, promote, devalue, devaluing,
fairs.

abaratarán
It is an inflection of lower.  It means lower price, give a lower market value of the real.  Reduce, lower, lessen, decrease,
lower, liquidate, finish, discounted, devaluing.

abarca
In Colombia it is a type of sandal made with straps or strips of leather.  Inflection of encompassing means to contain . 
understand, surround, include, cover. 

abarcante
You mean broad.  It encompasses with breadth or sufficiency.  It encompasses the whole field.  It covers extensively. 

abarcar
It is the action of surround, belting, include all within a single balloon.  Include all in one group, or space.  Include,
contain, cover.

abarcas
In Colombia is a type of casual footwear for men, which seems a sandal.  Leather shoes for men with straps.  It is also
an inflection of cover, which means covering, contain, include.

abarcaste
It is an inflection of cover.   It means contain cover, include, surround, encompass, belting, understand.

abarco
It is an inflection of cover.  It means contain, include, cover, surround, encompass.  In Colombia encompasses is also
the name of a timber tree of great economic value.  It is also called Bacu, cobano, phono, Jequitibá, albarco.  The



scientific name is Cariniana pyriformis and belongs to the family Lecythidaceae.  It is very prized wood.

abarcó
It is an inflection of cover.  It means cover, shelter, contain, include, belting.  It is also a grab, accumulate, amass.

abarcón
It is a metal ring used to attach pipes.  Handle, handle or metal clamp.

abardillar
It may mean placing a shingle on a wall or wall to protect it from rain.  Top the top of a wall.  It also means installing
fenced or fenced on cultivated land. 

abarga
Coast or beach where fishermen trade their fish products.

abarloas
It's a turningthrough to abarloar.  In Nautica is the action of placing rigged several boats side by side.

abarrajas
It's an inflection to uproot.  It means destroying the enemy, destroying enemy forces.  Roll, ravage, run over, push, force,
force, subdue, disperse.  Cover up, scan. 

abarrajo
It is an inflection of abarrajar or abarrajar is.  It means falling, tripping, dar stumbled, having a setback.  Haughtily,
hesitating, wobble, meet, collide, equivocarse.

abarres
It's a swept inflection.  It means sweeping, cleaning, cleaning.  It can also mean to snoob.

abarrilado
It means that it has the shape of a barrel or barrel.  It is a way of calling someone potbelly, panzón. 

abarría
It's a swept inflection.  It means sweeping, razing, draining.  Take everything, leave nothing.

abarrota
It is an inflection of cramming.  It means filling, colmar, mobbing, stuffing, saturate, occupy.

abarrote
It means trade, warehouse, store, market or retail.  It is also each food or products available for sale from a local retailer.

abarrotero



In Colombia it is a type of trader specialized in the sale of groceries.  Person selling groceries, groceries and groceries. 

abarrotes
They are all kinds of edible products or groceries that are sold in a store and that are packed in small bags.  It usually
consists of grains, seasonings, sugar, salt, market products in detail or detal. 

abartrosis
In Medicine is the lace of two bones that make up a joint.  Joint joint, joint. 

abartrosis diartrosis
In Medicine, abartrosis is joint, lace or coupling of two bones in such a way that movement is allowed.  It's synonymous
with diartrosis. 

abascal
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a Spanish politician, named Santiago Abascal Conde, president of VOX.
 Set of ordinary or common category fabrics among the Incas (contrary to fine or religious, called cumbi).

abasíes
You can also say Abbasids or Abbasids.  They are those related to the Abbasid Caliphate or Abbasid, was a caliphal
dynasty founded in 750 by Abu l-Abbas.  Descendants of Abbas.  The most famous of the Abbasids was Harún al -
Rashid (character in the thousand and one nights), fifth dynasty.

abastecí
It is a turning point of supply.  It means provide, supply, give, equip, supply, provision.

abastezco
It's a turning point to supply.  It means supply, supply, supply, avituallar, supply.

abasto
In Colombia and Venezuela it means shop, market, site where they sell food and grocery.  Winery, store.

abatano
Means add Peppermint or Spearmint (Mentha spicata) to a food or a drink.  It also means compact fabric with a fuller.  In
Peru and Bolivia, it means grind.

abatelenguas
It is the same as language low or lingual depressant.  Palette.  It is a flat, elongated implement, usually made of white
wood, that doctors use to lower patients' tongues and be able to look at the state of the throat (larynx) or mouth. 

abaten
It is an inflection of abate. It means delete, unsubscribe, fight, shoot down. scupper. It also means to produce decay,
sorrow and suffering. In navigation, it means losing the way, deviate from the course.



abates
It is an inflection of abate.  It means lying, overthrow, do fall, remove, kill, decaying, swoop down, overwhelm it,
discouraged, discouraged.

abatidas
It is the plural of despondent.  It is an inflection of abate.  It means demolished, removed, lying, discouraged,
overwhelmed, decayed, humiliated, discouraged, sad, journaling.

abatido
In Colombia it means sad, sorry, decayed, discouraged, discouraged.  It can also mean eliminated, desoned, dead. 
knock down, knock down, humiliate. 

abatimiento
It is a plunge into the depression, lose the good cheer, the willingness.  It means oppression, Peña, decay, depression,
despair, discouragement, melancholy, nostalgia.

abatimos
It is an inflection of abate.  It means down, lie, do fall.  Humble, discourage.

abatira
It is one of the names that is designated in Brazil a nomadic ethnic group of the indigenous aimorés in the State of Bahia
in Brazil.  They are also called Abaticos.

abato
It is an inflection of abate.  Means decay, overwhelm, discourage, humiliate, discourage, eliminate, kill, kill.

abavi
ABAVI is an acronym in Brazil.  It corresponds to the Bahian Association of support to life (in Portuguese Associação
Bahiana de Apoio A life).  It is a community service in Salvador, State of Bahia.

abax
In Colombia it is the name of a herbicide and matamalezas.  Its active ingredient is Metribuzin.  It is applied as
pre-emergent in potato and soy.  It is made by ROTAM of Canada.  In entomology, Abax is also the name of a genus of
beetles in the family Carabidae.  They are carnivorous beetles, bright black and with striated elytrids, with parallel striae. 

abaxial
It is the opposite of adaxial (with d).  Adaxial means up, top sheet, get.  Abaxial to say below, back, back.

abaya
It is the name of the black or dark dress worn by Muslim women and that covers their whole body.

abayá
Abaya or abaya is a kind of dress or gown that Muslim women use.  It is long, simple, without prenses and loose.  It is
usually black and covers the entire body, revealing only the face, hands and feet.  Mantle's abaya, cloak or garment of



Muslim women.

abayuncan
It is an inflection of abayuncar or abayubcarse.  It means losing or ignoring the manners and the label.  To pose as
ordinary or uneducated.  Take manners of peasant or uneducated person.

abayuncar
It means dominate, subjugate, beat, bend, corner, shake, fold, immobilize, tie, tie, harass.

abayuncará
It is an inflection of abayuncar.  It means impair, damage, harm, damage, undermine.

abazones
Plural of abazón .  It is a kind of bag or fold that some mammals have to store some of the food.  It is very characteristic
in the hamster.

abazón
It is the name of a bag or fold that some animals have to store some of their food.  It is characteristic in the hamster.

abán
Aban is incorrectly written and should be written as "Aban ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of the
eighth month of the Persian calendar current.  It is the Middle month of the three autumn months, Mehr above it and is
followed by random.  It is approximately between September 23 and October 22 of our calendar.  It is existing in Iran
and Afghanistan. Aban is a surname of Argentine footballer who plays for Union La Calera de Chile ( Gonzalo Daniel )

abáscaro
It's another way to call the male a hive, male of the queen bee.  drone. 

abático
It means related to an abate or monk.

abba
The correct term is ABBA.  It is an acronym for the first names of the four members of a famous Swedish pop group
(ABBA), made up of Agnetha Åse Fältskog, Björn Kristian Ulvæus, Göran Bror Benny Andersson and Anni-Frid Synni
Lyngstad, Agnetha, Benny, Anni-Frid, Björn.  The Group was created in 1972 and won the the 19th Festival de
Eurovision Song in 1974, where he defeated among others to Olivia Newton-John (United Kingdom) and Gigliola
Cinquetti (Italy).

abbat
It is a program or a special platform to translate from French to English designed for tablets and mobile devices. It
already exists also for other languages.

abbe
It is a word of the English language meaning abate.  Abbot, Prior, Superior of a monastery



abbeville
In France it is the name of a commune and a city.  It is located in the Somme Department.  A varied many times in
name.  He wants to dcir Villa del Abad.  In the United States there are several cities with the same name in the states of
Alabama, South Carolina, Georgia and Louisiana. 

abbevillense
It means native of Abbeville, which is the name of a city in France or several cities in the United States. 

abc
It means encyclopedia, complete book, abstract, compendium, excerpt.  In Brazil is the name of a professional football
club based in Natal, Rio Grande do Norte.  Name of a Spanish newspaper .  Name of a treaty between Argentina, Brazil
and Chile signed in 1915 in Niagara Falls (Canada).  It is a non-aggression pact between these countries.   It is also an
abbreviation used by Atalanta of Bergamo, an Italian football club (meaning Atalanta Bergamasca Calcio). 

abcariopio
It is a very poor quality type of opium that is used in some parts of India.  Abkari or Aabkari is a town in the Indian state
of Rajasthan. 

abchanchu&#40;bolivia&#41;
It is a word of quechua origin, used mostly in Ecuador and Bolivia, to say evil, demon.  Achanchu and Anchanchu is also
used.  Mythical character representing evil.

abdera
Abdera was an ancient city of Thrace (Greece), birthplace of Democritus.  Name of an ancient Greek heroine, sister of
Diomedes, and daughter of Tydeus and Deipile.  Ancient name of Adra (Almería.  Spain).  It is a genus of insects
beetles of the family Melandryidae.

abderes
Abderus or Abderes was the name of one of the companions of Heracles (Hercules) in its eighth work against the Mares
of Diomedes, who ate human flesh.  They also ate Abderus or Abderes, but they became calm.  It was a divine hero, a
son of Hermes.  Abderes is also a name of male used in Venezuela (César Abderes Castle is the name of a Director of
Radio Caracas TV)

abderitano
It means born, resident in Abderas or related to Abderas.  It is a disused gentility, since the current name of the Spanish
town in the Province of Almería, is called Adra and its gentilicio is Adreño .

abderítidos
It means that it belongs to the family Abderitidae.  That they prodec, they look or are from Abdera.  It is the name of a
family of extinct marsupials who lived in the Miocene.  They looked like the current possums.

abdest
Abdest is the first ablution of Turkish Muslims.  It consists of having the intention, of having ablutions for the sake of
Allah.  It predates all other ablutions that are actions of purity and cleanliness.



abdicar
It is a charge that it has acquired rights to renounce.  Renounce a throne, Crown or an investiture.  Resign, resign,
resign, give up.

abdicaremos
It is an inflection of abdicate.  It means to give up.

abdicó
It's a tiptoe of abdicar.  It means resigning a position, resigning.

abdimia
It is a genus of birds, to which some storks belong.  They are the smallest and do not leave in their migrations from
African territory and the Arabian Peninsula.  It means relative to Abdim, an African locality.  It belongs to Abdim. 
belongs to the family Ciconiidae and its scientific name is Ciconia abdimii

abdimias
Plural of abdym.  It is one of the common names of a species of stork.  Its scientific name is Ciconia abdimii and it
belongs to the family Ciconiidae.  It is also called Abdim's stork. 

abdías
It is a name of biblical origin male.  In Hebrew it means "Yahweh Server" or "Worshipper of Yahweh".  The name of a
Prophet (the fourth minor Prophet) and a book in the Bible.

abdolónimo
Abdolom or Abdolomino was the name of one of the Kings of the Phoenician city of tyre.  The name of one of the
Phoenician Kings in the time of Alexander the great.

abdominoscópico
It is a little used form and something wrong endoscope: is a device that serves to carry out internal examinations in the
abdomen, except that the endoscope as such, has a more extensive range of action of the abdomen.   Apparatus for
performing abdominoscopias.  Apparatus to examine internally the peritoneum.

abdón
Abdon is a name of Hebrew origin male and means servant or server of the Lord.

abducciones
Action or effect of abduccir.  It means being dragged, attracted, born.  It refers to people who are kidnapped by aliens. 
You mean moved, dragged, carried.  It is valid for a bone or a member of the body.  Displacement or reduction of a
bone.

abducción
It is a type of movement in which a part of the body moves away from the plane of medial symmetry.  It means to
separate, set aside, move away. 



abduces
It is an inflection of abducir.  It means abducting people aliens.  A human being be teleported to an alien spacecraft. 
Cause profound attraction or admiration in anyone.

abducido
It means held, kidnapped, taken, sucked, kidnapped, attracted, absorbed.   Inflection of abducting, which means
provoking someone to feel admiration for him, or also, abduct, retain, attract, absorb.  Kidnapped, held or abducted by
extraterrestrial beings or by evil spirits. 

abductor
Abductor is each of the muscles that make up the Group of abductor muscles.  They are the muscles gluteus, Middle
gluteus, gluteus, pyramid (or pirinoide), Sartorius and tensor fascia lata.  They are the muscles that help to separate the
legs, help keep us upright running and to stabilize the pelvis to walk or stand on one leg.

abduzcan
It is an inflection of abducir.  It means kidnapping or lead to strength (usually refers to aliens carrying humans to their
ships, against their will, to study them).  Generate admiration or attraction in another.  Remove, move.  In anatomy, it is
separate, move across, especially to separate or move a bone of the body axis (e.g. shoulder bone).  The opposite is to
argue that it is close, closer, lend.

abebado
Childish behavior, childish.  Who behaves or speaks like a baby.

abecedario
It is an orderly system of graphic signs, which is used in the writings of some languages.  It is based on an approximate
correspondence of signs and sounds and phonemes.  The name is formed with the first four letters of alphabet in our
language.  Alphabet, ABCs.  Lyrics.  It can also mean summary compendium, basic information about a given topic. 

abecé
It can mean compendium, encyclopedia, summary.  A set of knowledge ordered on a given topic or for a selected reader
group.

abedul gris
It is a common name of the tree of the Betulaceae family which has as its scientific name Betula populifolia.  It is native
to North America.

abedulino
Means extracted from birch or birch, which is a coniferous tree-related.

abeja
In Colombia is used as a synonym for worker, judicious, but it also means clever, smart.  Moreover, for countries is
cheat, con artist.  It is the common name for a hemíptero insect that lives in beehives and produce honey.  Its scientific
name is Apis mellifera and belongs to the family Apidae.

abejam



According to some scholars of the Holy Bible he was one of the judges of Israel.  Successor of Jephthah and
predecessor of Elon.  It was also called Ibzán or Ibsán. 

abejarón
I think that question is by abejarrón.  It is an insect hymenopterans larger than the bee and with the body covered with
hair or hairs.  Drone or male bees.  Also called drones or bumblebees.  They have a sting in the form of saw and their
bite is very painful and dangerous.  They belong to the family Apidae.

abejaruco
It's one of the common names of a bird.  Its scientific name is Merops apiaster and belongs to the family Meropidae.  It is
also called a bee. 

abejarucos
It is the plural of Bee-eater.  It is a Songbird of colorful plumage.  The scientific name is Merops apiaster and is in the
family Meropidae.

abejera
It means relative to the bee.  It can also mean honeycomb, hive.  It feeds on bees. 

abejeras
It is the plural of abejera.  It is another way to call a diaper or hive.  Concerning bees, apiferas.  Who have or consume
bees.  It can also be taken as a synonym for hard-working, thoughtful, dedicated.  Abejeras is the name of a gym in
Pamplona, province of Navarre, in Spain.

abejones
It is the plural of drone.  In Colombia to the drones we also tell them bumblebees.  They are larger than bees pollinating
insects.  Drones or males of the bees.  It is a WaSP insect that produces a loud hum and has a rather dangerous sting
of sawn timber form.  Augmentative of bees.  Toy that blowing it produces a sound similar to that of a drone or
Bumblebee.

abejorral
Site with abundant bumble bees or drones.  It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Antioquia in Colombia. 
The name is because that in the area of the rio Las Yeguas was abundance of bumblebees.  He is known as "The land
of a hundred Lords", as there were born illustrious people.

abejorrear
In the country region of Colombia is speaking in the ear to a woman trying to conquer her.  Flirt, gallant, woo.  Art of
flirting and gallantry.

abejorreo
Noise caused by bumblebees or bees when flying.  Hum.  In Colombia colloquially means flirting, speaking in the ear to
a woman trying to conquer her.  Courtship.

abejorro
In Colombia it is the common name of a hymenopter insect resembler resembing a bee, but much larger in size.  We



also call it bumblebee or villa.  His sting is extremely painful. 

abejorros
Plural bumblebee.  It is a hymenopter insect similar to bee but larger.  In Colombia we also call them villas or bees. 
They have a serrated punch and cause very painful stings.  Colloquially very cheating or cunning people. 

abejuela
It is a diminutive and contemptuous of bee.  It is the name of a Spanish town in the province of Teruel, in Aragon.

abel
It is a male of Assyrian origin and that means firstborn son.  Son of Adam and Eve.

abelia
It is the name of a genus of about 70 species of plants, usually shrubby and mostly used as ornamental in gardens. 
Many are native to China and its common name is "nuo mi shu tiao", are known as abelias.  Its scientific name is Abelia
chinensis and belong to the family Caprifoliaceae.  The name is because it was dedicated to the botanical Clark Abel,
scholar of the majority of them in China.

abelio
Abelio also received the names of Abellon, Abellio, or Abelion.  The God of Apple trees in the French Southwest (Gaul)
was considered.  Many felt that it was one manifestation of the God Apollo, Roman.

abelion
The sun god of the ancient Gauls.  It also received the names of Abelio, Abelion, Abellio, Abellion or Abello.

abelión
It was also called abelan.  It was a divinity of the Gauls, represented by the sun god.  God the sun of the Gauls. 

abella
In Colombia is a surname, common in the Department of Casanare.  It is of Spanish origin.  Also written it Avella.  Abella
is the name of a Spanish town in the province of Huesca (municipality of Laspaúles).  The name of a doctor in medicine
of the middle ages, also known as Abella of Salerno or Abella de Castellomata.

abello
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish and specifically Asturian origin.  Surname of a Colombian actro, named Jorge
Enrique Abello. 

abelmoscos
It is a genus of herbaceous plants in the new botanical classification and technically known as Abelmoschus.  It was
formerly classified as genus Hibiscus and it belonged to the Hibiscus or bamia and are of the family Malvaceae.  They
also tell them to okra, okra, okra, candia, bamia.  They are very useful in nitrogenous derivatives chromatographic
investigations.  Similar to jute fibers can be drawn from them and have edible seeds.

abemolas



It is an inflection of abemolar.  It means climbing or slimming voice.  Upload a ringtone or a note in music.

abemolo
In music, it is to lower a note one semitone.  Inflection of abemolar, which means lower the tone a flat, put flats.  Do hear
the voice softer and is.  Smooth voice.  In figurative way is to be fearless, being thrown, feel value.

abenaguises
Name of a Canadian Indigenous people of the Iroquois family.  They lived in the Kennebec River basin. 

abenda
It is a Basque language word that means human race.  It is formed with aba which means father and enda that means
family.

aberides
It is a male name of Greek origin.  He was the son of Coelus and Vesta.  It is considered to be one of the
representations of Saturn (the Roman god).

aberra
It is an inflection of aberrar.  It means being wrong, incur in error, go wandering, lost, deviate, get away from the right
path, stop doing the normal or proper.

aberrativo
It means aberrant, that generates an aberration. Perversion, diversion.

aberraz
It is one of the many common names given to a plant well known as lice bushes.  It also receives among others the
names of paparrón, parrín, albarraz, pituitary.  Its scientific name is Delphinium staphisagria and it belongs to the family
Ranunculaceae.  

abertura
Separation between two parts of a whole.  Opening means hole, hollow, crack, crack, cleft, hole slot.  Not to be
confused with opening (p) which means beginning, start, opening.

aberturas
Separation of two parts or sections of some thing that allow you to see inside.  Crack, cleft, gap, hole, gap, fissure, raja,
slot, slot, amplitude.  Diameter that is usable in a lens.  Space that allows the passage of air.

abeso
In Architecture it was a high-key way to call lime alive.  Calcium oxide, lime.

abesta
Avesta is more indicated, with v .  It is the name of a collection of sacred books of Ancient Persia.  Name of an ancient
Indo-European language, which was spoken in Sumeria.  Avestic.  Name of a Swedish city in Dalarna Province.



abetar
Spruce tree can also be used.  It is a forest where fir trees (Abies alba of the Pinaceae family) predominate.  It is also
known as common spruce, white spruce, Scottish spruce, spruce, abetuna, sapino, pinabete. 

abetato
Abetato means caused or produced by the firs.  That you remove it from the firs (resins).  I think that they are asking is
for abietato.  So is a salt formed by combination of abietic acid with a base (also known as abietinico or silvico acid). 
This acid is found in the resins of pines.

abetinotes
It is plural elm of abetinote.  It means that it comes from the abies (FIR).  It is a liquid and transparent resin that flows
from the bark of spruce, or Guatemalan fir trees.

abeto blanco
It's the same silver fir or common fir.  Spruder species widely used for Christmas decorations.  Its scientific name is
Abies alba and belongs to the family Pinaceae.

abeto del colorado
It is the common name of a tree native to North America.  Belongs to the family Pinaceae and its scientific name is Abies
concolor.

abeto plateado
It is the same white spruce or FIR.  Species of FIR used for Christmas decorations.  Its scientific name is Abies alba and
belongs to the family Pinaceae.

abetos
It is the name of a class of trees in the family Pinaceae by what are also called by many pine trees.  They are coniferous
plants with needle-like leaves or aciculadas ( in the form of needles ) and with fruits in the form of the pineapple.  Its
trunks are straight and strong.  Their leaves drop to the ground and 40 acidulan it; they make it acid ) they take much to
decompose and do not support natural regeneration.  They are likely to facilitate wildfires.  It is high mountain and cold
weather.  The best known species is the Abies alba ( White fir ) also called tree of the birth.  They produce resins.

abetuna
Name of a town in the province of Huesca, Spain.  Common name of a tree.  It is one of the common names given to the
fir tree (Abies alba of the family Pinaceae).  It is also known as common spruce, white spruce, scotch spruce, spruce,
sapino, pinabete.  Spruce or young pine, spruce sapling. 

abetunábamos
It is an inflection of abetunar.  It is best to use icing.  It is spread bitumen to leather shoes.  In Colombia, most use the
term icing or Polish and grease in other countries.

abey
In Central America and the Caribbean, Colombia and Venezuela, it is the name of several trees.  The most common is
one of the family Bignoniaceae, which we also know as jacaranda.  Its scientific name is Jacaranda caerulea.  There is
another, in the same region, which is also known as tzalam, of the Fabaceae family, being its scientific name Lysiloma
latisiliquum.  Also called abey the Poeppigia procera and the Pithecellobium discolor, both forage species of the



Fabaceae family.  As if that were not enough, there are also other trees called abey : white abey , which are of the
genera Albizia and Abarema, both of the family Fabaceae; the male abey, which its scientific name is Tetragastris
balsamifera of the family Burseraceae and the female abey or moruro, whose scientific name is Peltophorum adnatum,
native to Cuba or the Peltophorum dubium, of the Dominican Republic.  It is also known as reed.  All of the above are
from the Fabaceae family. 

abey hembra
It is one of the common names given in Cuba to a tree of the family Fabaceae.  It is also known as moruro, ibirapitá or
Artigas tree.  Its scientific name is Peltophorum dubium. 

abeyes
It is the generic way to call trees or forage plants.  They usually belong to the Fabaceae family. 

abé
Abe or Abe is a Japanese surname.  It is also a way of abbreviating the name of Abraham.  In Africa is the name of a
river in Ivory Coast.   In Portugal, there is also a river called bird or poultry (but is with v) and there is a team of football
with this name.

abélica
Related to Abel (either name or surname: with Abel, name dehijo with Abel, English botanist, or the genus Abelia
surname or ADAM).  The Abelia, plant genus of the family Carpofoliaceae garden-related.

abfumicio
In Italian it means non-smoker, who does not smoke. 

abha
It is the name of a city in Saudi Arabia.  It is the capital of Asir Province.  It is located 2 . 200 meters above sea level.  Its
climate is moderate, as it is surrounded by the Sarawat Mountains. 

abia
ABIA is the acronym or abbreviation for Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (from Austin-Bergstrom International
Airport).  It is the airport of Austin, Texas, in the United States.  Abia is also the name of two Spanish localities: Abia de
la Obispalía in the province of Cuenca and Abia de las Torres in the province of Palencia.  Abia in Greece is a town in
the peripheral unit of Messenia.  It is the name of a community in the city of Maseru in Lesotho.  Abia is also the name of
one of the States of Nigeria.   Abia is also a genus of flies (Dipteridae) of chestnut trees.  Abia is one of the names
cpmunes given to Vaccinium corymbosum or Vaccinium myrtillus, belonging to the family Ericaceae and that popularly
told Bilberries (fruits of edible berries).

abias
It is a name of Hebrew and biblical origin male.  Means God is my Lord, God is my father, or my father is God.  Abi,
Abiyam variants.  The name of the fourth King of the House of David.

abibe
Name of a Colombian Mountain Mountain That remains on the borders of the Departments of Antioquia and Córdoba.  It
is born in the Nudo de Paramillo and is accompanied by the Cordilleras de San Jerónimo and Ayapel.   It is the northern
end of the Cordillera Occidental of Colombia.  It is part of the Nudo de Paramillo National Park.  Name of a Colombian



indigenous tribe of the Sinú or Zenú family, settled in the Department of Córdoba. 

abibe-
Name of a Colombian mountain range that lies on the border of the Departments of Antioquia and Córdoba.  It rises in
the Nudo de Paramillo and is accompanied by the Cordilleras de San Jerónimo and Ayapel.  It is the northern end of
Colombia's Cordillera Occidental.  It is part of the Nudo de Paramillo National Park Named after a Colombian indigenous
tribe of the Sinú or Zenú family, settled in the Department of Córdoba. 

abibollo
It is one of the many common names that the wild poppy plant receives in Spain, especially in Navarre and Aragon.  In
other parts of Spain it is called rooster, nun, friar, altar boy, anapol, ababol.  Its scientific name is Papaver rhoeas and it
belongs to the Papaveraceae family.  It is a plant from which alkaloids are extracted. 

abibollos o ababoles
Plural of abibollo and ababol .  They are two of the common names that the wild poppy plant receives in various parts of
Spain, such as Navarre and Aragon.  It is also usually called apajico, rooster, rosella, cojoncillo, anapol, friar, nun, altar
boy, among others.  Its scientific name is Papaver rhoeas and it belongs to the Papaveraceae family.  It is a plant that
contains alkaloids. 

abichira
Name of an Ecuadorian indigenous people, settled on the banks of the Napo River.  Province of Orellana, in the
Ecuadorian Amazon region.  The term Abishira is also used. 

abichiras
Plural by Abichira .  It is the name of an Ecuadorian indigenous people, settled on the banks of the Napo River. 
Province of Orellana, in the Amazon region. 

abida
Abida is the name of a famous singer of Pakistan: Abida Parveen.  It is the name of a genus of small land snails. 
Pulmonary respiration and the family Chondrinidae.  They are found only in the coasts Cantabricas ( 41 Spain;.

abidán
It is a name of male in Hebrew which means "the father is judge" (in Hebrew Avidhan).  The name of a delegate Prince
of the tribe of Benjamin for the census conducted in the desert of the Sinai by Moses.  .

abierta
It is an inflection of open.  It means half, discover, uncover, break, tear, splitting, deploy, extend.  It can also be an
adjective word which means allows the passage, without obstacles, for all or without limits.  It is a synonym of wide, free,
clear, expeditious, desembarazada, honest, loyal, sincere, public, collective, for everyone.

abierta, to
It means free, clear ( a ), expeditious.  It can also mean sincere ( a), frank ( a), loyal or public, general, for all. 

abietatos
In Chemistry it is the name given to the esters that are obtained from abietic acid, also called abiethnic acid or sylvecic



acid, which is a natural irritating acid resin that pine produces. 

abiete
It's an old-fashioned way of calling the fir tree.  hawthorn. 

abietina
Relative to spruce.  Name of the spruce resin.  Natural resin soluble in alcohol and hot water.  It has a bitter taste.  It is
also called coniferin. 

abigail
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin and means The Joy of the Father (Fountain of Joy or Joy or Rejoicing of the
Father).  A female biblical character who appears in the Book of Samuel.  She was Nabal's wife and lived in Neon.  After
being widowed, she became the wife of King David, with whom she had a son named Daniel or Chileab. 

abigarrado
It means squeaky, strident, overloaded, saturated.  Of varied colors but poorly combined.  Combined, confusing,
heterogeneous overloaded, mixed. 

abigarrados
It means multicolored.  Many colors, which are sometimes not combined.  Overloaded, shrill, strident, heterogeneous,
confusing.

abigarrar
It means overcharged, shrill, strident, colorful, exaggerated look.  Highlight, repaint, redyeing, pig.

abigarro
It is an inflection of abigarrar.  It means overload, stuffing, saturate, exaggerate, become shrill, shrill or heterogeneous
back something, stop confusing.

abigas
Plural of abiga .  It is one of the common names for an herbaceous plant with medicinal uses.  It is also known by the
names of Búgula, musky bugula, herb clin, iva, iva común, pinillo almuzclado, cinchona de España.  Its scientific name
is Ajuga iva and it belongs to the Lamiaceae family.  Abiga . 

abigeato
In Colombia it is the crime of stealing cattle.  Crime that commits an abigeo or cachilapero.

abigeos
rustlers is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rustlers" being its meaning:<br>The term also is used as
rustlers. People who are engaged in the cattle rustling. A crime that involves stealing cattle to slaughter it and sell the
meat in a clandestine manner. In Colombia we also say Cachilaperos.

abijeato
Colombia is the name of a crime described as cattle theft.  Crime committed by the bijeo. 



abijiras
Plural of abijira .  it's another way of calling the Abichiras, who are An Ecuadorian Amazonian Indians.  It is another
name given to the Ecuadorian indigenous people, called abichira, located on the banks of the Napo River, Province of
Orellana, in the Amazon region. 

abila
Abila is the surname of a player of Argentine football who plays for Boca Juniors of Argentina.  Ramón Darío Ábila is
called and is nicknamed Wanchope.  For the Spaniards is the antigui name of Ceuta and the name of a mountain in the
North of Africa.

abilene
Abilene is a statement that defines a group decision unsatisfactory or not fully convinced.  It is the name of one of the
Roman districts in the tetrarchy of anti-Lebanon.  Abilene is the name of several cities in North America: Alberta
(Canada) and in the States of Kansas, Georgia and Texas.  University Christian of the State of Texas in Abilene, Taylor
County.

abimael
Abimael is incorrectly written and it should be written as Abimael ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Abimael ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin male.  Means my father is God.

abiotic
It is a term in English that means abiotic (or abiotic). 

abioticos
In the field of biology and ecology, abiotic means that which is not biotic, i.e. that no part or is a product of living beings,
as the inert factors: climate, geological or geographical, present in the environment and affecting the ecosystems. Soil,
air, water, climate, light, etc.

abiotrofia
You mean notorious and premature loss of vitality.  Atrophy, deterioration.

abiótica
It means lifeless .  That does not allow there to be life.  It can also mean that it is a fundamental circumstance in an
ecosystem and influences so that beings can live in it. 

abipón
Name given to a member of the indigenous people who inhabited the north of the present province of Santa Fe in
Argentina.  They were also known as braces, because they shaved their hair.  They were related to the indigenous
Tobas, Mocovíes, Pilagás, Payaguaes and Mbayaes.  Linguistically they were from the Guaicurú family. 

abira
In Bolivia, Abira and Avira are surnames of Mojeño origin.  It is also the name of an Ecuadorian indigenous people from
the Amazonian area and the Upper Amazon Basin in Brazil. 

abiriano



Name of an indigenous Venezuelan people, living in the Sierra de Parima and on the banks of the Orinoco River.  State
of Amazonas ) .  They also have settlements in the State of Roraima in Brazil.    . 

abisail
It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin male.  It means beloved by all.  Name of nephew the King David, who along
with his brother Joab, attacked Abner and the ammonites.  David cursed him.

abisal
It means that it lives in the depths of the sea.  Of the abyss, of the depth. 

abisal-abismal
It means of the abysses or depth of the sea.  From the bottom of the sea.  relating to the seabed.  It lives at the bottom
of the sea. 

abisca
Avisca is also used.  It is the name of an extensive Andean region of Peru, which lies between the Amoramago and
Yetau rivers.  It is very mountainous.  Also with that name is designated an ethnicity that inhabits that same region and
the language they speak.  Name given to a Peruvian gastronomy of the central mountainous region. 

abiselo
It's a turning point.  It means removing the bezel.  Is to cut or remove the edges of a sheet metal.  Turn Rome into a
deck or remove the edge.

abisinia
Name previously given to Ethiopia.  It is the name of a region of the Horn of Africa, which lacks a coastline.  It is located
between the Red Sea and the Nile River.  It was also called the Ethiopian Empire and encompassed the present-day
territories of Ethiopia and Eritrea. 

abisma
It is an inflection of losing.  It means surprise, impress, amaze, surprise, move, pasmar, Marvel.

abismabas
It is an inflection of losing.  To say panic, surprise, reinstating leave, shock, scare, impact.

abismo
You mean hollow, precipice, ravine, Cliff, chasm, depth, pit.

abisobéntico
It means that it lives at the bottom or bottom of the abyssal area.  He lives on the pure sea bottom. 

abisopelágico
It means that it lives at the top of the abyssal area (the deepest area of the sea). 



abispado
The correct term is smart (with v).  In Colombia it means ready, agile, lively, intelligent, astute, insightful, shrewd.

abita
It is the name of one lesser God in santeria and the mythology of Yoruba (mixture of Catholic and African beliefs).  It is
the power of the malicious and is used to do wrong.  It is also called Esu and is considered to be the Messenger of the
ancestral mothers (cult Oshoronga)

abitadura
Action and effect of opening, turn with which the cable is tied to the bits (post firmly secured on the deck of a boat, which
serves for mooring).  It is also used as a vitadura. 

abitagua
In Ecuador it is the name of a hill and a mountain range in Mera, Pastaza Province.  In the native language it means hill
that burns or hot hill, hot or difficult path (hard road) in reference to the difficulties in the mule paths in the area.   . 

abitur
It is the degree received by students who successfully complete Secondary Education in Germany, Estonia and
Lithuania.  It literally means "who leaves" or "who is going to leave" (refers to the student who will go to university or
higher education.  It is usually obtained between twelve or thirteen years of schooling.  Name of the university entrance
exam in Germany. 

abjasia
It means "Country of Mortals."  It is the name of a territory located in the southwest of the Caucasus and that calls itself
independent, with Sukhumi as the capital.  It is recognized as a country by only five nations (Russia, Syria, Venezuela,
Nicaragua and Neuru).  It is considered an Autonomous Republic by Georgia (to which it belongs) and is thus
recognized by the rest of the International Community.

abjazo,a-
Abkhaz can also be used.  It means natural of the "Land of Mortals".  It is the name of the native of a territory located in
the southwest of the Caucasus and that calls itself independent, with Sukhumi as its capital.  It is recognized as a
country by only five nations (Russia, Syria, Venezuela, Nicaragua and Neuru).  It is considered an Autonomous Republic
by Georgia (to which it belongs) and is thus recognized by the rest of the International Community. 

abjecta
It is a Latin phrase which means no value, debased, despised, undervalued. It is the complement of Astictopterus
abjecta, a butterfly of the Hesperiidae family that Sorge Côte d'Ivoire and neighbouring countries.

abjurar
It means renounce, retract their belief, deny, leave, resign, Apostatize.

ablabes
It is a genus of small snakes or snakes, better known as snakes or snakes necklace.  Its scientific name is Ablabes
punctatus or Diadophis punctatus docilis and belong to the family Colubridae.  They are nocturnal, they eat small lizards,
slugs and insects.  They usually have yellow or orange belly and grey or brown back.  Not well known in North America.



ablanda
It's an inflection for softening.  It means to make something soft, to become softer, to soften, to moderate, to enternecer,
to stir.

ablano
It is another way to call the hazelnut tree, the common hazelnut tree in Spain.  It is also called auran, cuculo, gambote,
gargoyle, carrilete, horse.  Its scientific name is Corylus hazelnut and belongs to the family Betulaceae.  

ablar
It means cut and take out, remove.  It is a term used in medicine.  Practice an ablation.  Pluck rennet, extract . 

ableafro
The correct term is Ablefaro or Ablepharon, medicine is a syndrome that is characterized by the patient lack of eyelids in
the eyes.  It is a very rare hereditary disease and may be accompanied by macrostomia (big mouth) or absence of
eyebrows and eyelashes, strabismus or other abnormalities.

ablecto
Soldier marching next to the Consul in the ancient Roman army.  It was considered an honor and was chosen among
all.   Consul's guard or edesul.

ablepharus
It means without eyelids, which lacks eyelids.  It is the name of a genus of lizards in the family Scincidae.

ablución
It means washing, bathing, cleaning.  Action and effect of washing with water to purify yourself.  The term is also usable
in medicine with the same concept.  In Religion, ceremony of cleaning the copy and patenas after a sacred rite.

ablusiones
ablusiones is incorrectly written and should be written as "ablutions ( c )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
ablutions ( c )  There are ceremonies or rituals of purification and cleaning.  Washes, clean.

ablutofobia
Fear of washing or bathing.  It is usually due to bad experiences in childhood.

ablutomanía
It is an obsessive and emotional disorder of some people that consists of having an extensive ritual to clean and bathe
(and sometimes to do it repeatedly).  Obsession with personal hygiene. 

abnoba
In Celtic mythology it was named after the goddess of the Jungle and Forests.  Some associate her with Diana the
Huntress, the Roman goddess.  Name of a mountain massif in Germany (part of the Black Forest).  It is the name of an
asteroid (456). 

abobad



It's a bollard inflection.  It means embobar, stun.

abobas
Inflection of abobar .  It means to play dumb or dumb.  Pretend to be dumb.  It was another way of calling Adonis, an
ancient population of the Pamphylias Region in Asia Minor (Between Antalya and the Taurus Mountains, in Turkey
(South Central Coast). 

abocarse
It means being pointed out.  It also put all the enthusiasm or energy to perform a job or project.  Do something hard,
decision.  Engage.  aim.

abochorna
It is an inflection of abochornar.  It means to cause embarrassment, flurried, blush, ridicule, embarrass, humiliate,
offend.

abochornar
It means causing embarrassment, to pass a sentence or discomfort.  Do shame or ridicule someone.  It is synonymous
with blush, distress, embarrass, humiliate, ridicule, offend.

abochornar o abochornarse
It means to cause embarrassment, blushing, shame or grief.  You mean blush, grieve is, blushing, embarrassed.

abodego
It is an inflection of abodegar.  It means transforming a place or space in a warehouse.  Stored in a warehouse. 
Embodegar.

abofetea
It's a slap inflection.  It means pounding with the palms of the hand in the face of another person.  Slapping.

abofeteo
It is an inflection of slapping.  Means attacking slaps, swipes.  Give cuffs.  Another hit in the face with the Palm of the
hand.  Slap, manotear, guantear, sopapear, moquetear.

abofeteó
It is an inflection of slapping.  It means banging fists or hands in the face of the other.  Hit, hit, trompear, slap.

aboga
It is an inflection of advocate.  It means defending, intercede, mediate and support.

abogado
In Colombia it is a person who has graduated in law and jurisprudence or in law.  Lawyer, jurist, jurist.  It also means
defender, intercessor.  person who defends another, person who intercedes for others.  Inflection of advocating, which
means defending, interceding. 



abogado defensor
Attorney or professional of law responsible for defending the accused. Counterpart of the accuser lawyer or the
Prosecutor. Presenter of a defense. While not a guilty plea, the case probably go to trial. If so, counsel should present
the version of the accused about what happened before the Court and the jury. Depending on what happens then, the
defendant may be acquitted or convicted. In general it can be paid by the defendant or his family. Not having resources
to do so, the State puts a defence counsel ex officio is borne by the State.

abogué
It's a tipped-up of advocacy.  It means intercede, defend, favor.

aboisso
It is the name of a city of Ivory Coast, situated on the banks of the river Comoé.

abojeos
abojeos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Abijar you" being its meaning:<br>I think pretended to ask for
abijar you or Abijeos. If so, abijar you are the people who are dedicated to steal cattle to sacrifice him. In Colombia, as
well as abijeos, are called robaganados or cachilaperos.

abolengo
It means a person, noble ancestry.  Lineage, lineage, class, caste, race, nobility, prosapia.

abolengos
It means lineage, lineage, nobility, lineage, abolorio, prosapia caste.

abolicionismo
Mean doctrine that seeks to instill the abolition of something, especially a rule or an established custom, causing
damage to a part of the population.  Abolitionism to policy for the Elimination of slavery and then to the racial
segregation was called in America.  Currently abolitionism is the tendency to eliminate very outdated laws or rules.

abolió
It is an inflection of abolish.  Means void, repeal, invalidate, revoke, prohibit, veto, deny.

abolirla
It is an inflection of abolish.  Means rescind, cancel, annul, repeal, invalidate, revoke, prohibit, veto.

abolía
It is an inflection of abolish.  In essence it is to terminate the validity of a law, a decree or a mandate.  It means void,
repeal, invalidate, revoke, prohibit, veto.

abolladura
It means sinking or damage caused by a blow or excess pressure on something metal or of a material that gives.  Sunk,
depression.

abolladuras



Plural dent .  It means sinking or damage caused by shock or excess pressure on something metallic or a material that
gives way.  Sunken, depressions, sinkings. 

abollan
It is an inflection of Dent.  It means sinking, cause a collapse or depression, add, crush, deform.

abolongos
It means ancestry or inheritance received from the ancestors.  Ancestry.  What is received from ancestors.  Delivered,
diced, received.

abolorio
It means ancestry of a person, noble origin.  Alcurnia, lineage, class, caste, line, nobility, prosapia.  Inheritance of
ancestors, lineage, caste.  grandparents or ancestors.  

abomaso
It is the fourth compartment of the stomach of ruminants.  Also called curdling.  In it occurs the rennin which is
industrially known as rennet.

abomaso
It is the fourth compartment of the stomach of ruminants.  Also called curdling.  In it occurs the rennin which is
industrially known as rennet.

abombar
In Colombia it means inflation, pump or globe shape.  Also taken as synonymous with stun, disturb.  Curved shape,
cause you to lose the line, curving, twisting.  In the oil industry is the curvature that is acquiring a tank that has fuel with
high content of flammable gases and does not have sufficient relief.

abombé
It means give way to pump, give you curvature, inflate.  In Colombia means distort a sphere, making it flat, crushed.  .

abomey
It is the name of a town of Ben´n.  It is called "The city of the Red Earth".  It is important commercial centre and was
declared world heritage.

abominable
It is an abomination.  Causing great fear or terror.  It means hateful, odious, detestable, disgusting.

abonaba
It is an inflection of pay.  It means bring nutrients to the soil artificially.  It also means to pay part of a debt.  Fertilizing,
enriching, pay.

abonan
It is an inflection of pay.  It means adding fertilizer to the soil, to nourish, to fertilize.  It also means making a contribution
or a fee on a debt.



abonaré
It is an inflection of pay.  While it is true that it means to pay off a debt, pay a fee, pay, or pay part of a credit, it also
means feed, nurture, fertilizing, applying fertilizer.

abonaríamos
It is an inflection of pay.  It can mean feed or fertilize the plants, or also contribute money to a debt owed as part
payment.

aboral
It is a term used in Biology, especially in Zoology and Veterinary.  It means opposite the mouth.  Away from the mouth,
distant from the mouth. 

abordaba
It is an inflection of address.  It means to climb aboard, embark, climb and sit on a ship (boat or aircraft).  It also means
assault, dock, collide, crash, have an encounter, execute an approach.  Go to meet someone to talk to you about
something specific.

abordaje
It's the name of the process of boarding a ship.  Boarding a ship or boat for a trip.  It is also violently assaulting a vessel
on the high seas. 

abordajes
It is the action or effect of get on a ship, either ship ( mar ) or a plane ( 41 air;.  Site of shipments.  Pirates assault.

abordará
It is an inflection of address.  It means climbing aboard, embardar is, entering a ship, upload or enter a vehicle.  It is also
engage in conversation talk, start a dialogue, question, ask, require.

abordábamos
It is an inflection of address.  It means get or enter a ship (boat or aircraft).  Also means enter, enter, contacted, talk
about, find, rushing (including RAID). Find someone else to talk or to interrogate her.

abordo
It is an inflection of address.  It means to climb any kind of ship to navigate in it.

aborrajado
Valluna typical dish.  In Colombia and especially in the Valle del Cauca is a homemade treat.  It is in essence a roast
very ripe banana to which are added a strip of sweet or snack of guava and another strip of cheese.  Valluno authentic
dish is coated in flour, egg, salt and sugar, but has become popular in everything is country without this cover.

aborrecer
It means abhor, detest, hate, execrar, despise, feel repulsion.  In many cases synonymous with abandon, check cone is
also used.



aborreceréis
It is an inflection of hate.  It means hate, loathe, have animosity.

aborrecería
It is an inflection of hate.  You want to say hate, hate, abhor, despise, execrar.

aborrecéis
It is an inflection of hate.  It means hate, loathe, malquerer, have aversion.

abortar
It is to cancel, interrupt, a particular process.  Prevent a process to a successful conclusion.  Fail, lose, thwart, fail,
cancel, interrupt.

abortaron
It is a turning point to have an abortion.  It means stop something that is ongoing or it unfolds.  It is equivalent to fail,
lose, malparir, thwart, fail, cut, stop.

abotagado
Inflection of abotagar or abotagarse .  It means that it gives the appearance of tired, exhausted.  It also means inflamed,
swollen.  of exhausted or sickly appearance. 

abotamiento
abotamiento is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Exhaustion" being its meaning:<br>I think the question is
exhaustion. It means spending everything. Put an end to all reservations. Extreme tiredness. Exhausted. Stock-outs.

abotargao
It is a colloquial way of saying blossy.  It is a term used like this in Spain and means fat, inflated or swollen.  In Colombia
we use the term abotagado, without the r.  Outside of that, blossy in Colombia also means exhausted, tired. 

abotinado
I mean, it's shaped like boot, boot or shoe.

abotonar
It means close, fasten, use the buttons to dress.  Adjust, stick, PIN, dressing.

abou-jaria
It is the angel responsible for receiving Mohammedans souls when they die and lead them to prosecution by Allah.  He
receives other names such as Azrael and Mordad.  They also tell you the Angel of death.

aboveden
Aboveden is an inflection of abovedar. It means embovedar, enter inside a vault, cloistered, encrypt, bordering. Vaulted
shape to a building.



aboyan
It means that they float on the water. It is an inflection of 80ºc. It means to place buoys to mark or floated rather
depressed. 80ºc also is keeping something afloat. 80ºc is also supply oxen for tilling.

aboyante
The correct term is buoyant. Means that it excels, that fleet, which do not have afugias, solvent, rich, wealthy,
increasing.

aboyaría
It is an inflection of 80ºc.  It means point out, locate or mark something in the water using buoys or docked elements that
float.

abozalaremos
It is an inflection of muzzle.  It means putting muzzle an animal, so it cannot eat or bite, especially a horse or a dog. 
Dogal, badal, scraper.

abozalo
It is an inflection of muzzle.  It means to cover the snout of an animal with a muzzle so that it can not bite.

abrasaron
It is an inflection of abrasar.  Means subject to the action of the coals to be affected by the excessive heat.  Roasting,
burn, burn, incinerate, arson, scorch, Scorch.

abrase
It's a scorching inflection.  It means subjecting to the action of the embers.  Grilled cooking, roasting.  Grill the meat on
the embers or on a grill.  Regarding what Alfonso contributed, the term used in Colombia is open (with tilde) and means
to step away, step away from here, get out, get out, go away.

abrasiones
In Colombia we use this term to denote laceracionbes, scrapes, superficial wounds, abrasions of the skin.  Ulcers. 
Erosion caused by the sea on the coasts.

abraso
It means roasting, put something on hot coals.  Heat, sear or roast on hot coals.

abraxas
Although its actual meaning is unknown, it is a word that the Gnostics recorded on stones which were used as a
talisman.  Historical versions say it was possibly a deity of good and evil in the ancient Greeks or that he was a God of
the ancient Egypt.

abrazaderas
Implement of ring-shaped used to bind or hold things.  It may be plastic or metal.  There is also a tube clamps.  Flange. 
Clamps is the plural of clamp.  Habit of hugging.  Clamp or Clematis is the name of a plant's scientific name Clematis
vitalba from the Ranunculaceae family.



abrazadores
Plural embracer.  It means he gives hugs.  Scorching, with s, means burning, burning, producing a lot of heat. 

abrazaré
It is an inflection of embrace.  It means surround with arms.  Bind, shake.  It is also welcome, take, purchase, accept.

abrazaréis
It is an inflection of embrace.  It means round or cover with arms.  Link, strengthen, surround, squeeze, belting.

abrazaron
It is an inflection of embrace. It means belting, link, strengthen, surround, press, squeeze, take, acquire, accept.
Interlace the arms as a sign of rejoicing.

abrazas
It is an inflection of embrace.  It means surround with arms, give hugs.  Belting, link, surround, shelter, clothing, shake,
press, welcome, adopting.

abren o habren
The correct term is open. It is an inflection of open. Then uncover, discover, start, break, tear, splitting, extending,
folding, slitting.

abreojo
Abreojo, abreojos or Velcro, is are some of the names of several plants, usually herbaceous.  Among them are the
Centaurea calcitrapa, which is of the family Asteraceae.  They also say cyanus, abriojo, cagatripa, calcitrapa, thistle, or
chickpea of cure.  The Ononis spinosa, which is of the family Fabaceae and is also called Shin, triggers, gatuna, Colt,
balomaga is also abreojo.  Another is Tribulus terrestris, which also is called abriojo, aburejo, ambrojo, mormaja,
breakwater cat's claw.  Another is Trifolium angustifolium, which has other names as abriojo, jisopo, jopito, farrerola. 
The latter is of the family Fabaceae.

abresurco
The Drillers, furrower or chisel (Gate), is an attachment with planters for open ditches or furrows where seeds are
deposited.  Grating type chisel, you can replace a boot type or sable tipin.

abrevabas
It is an inflection of watering.  It means drinking, moisturize, give drink, take, bogar.

abrevamos
It is an inflection of watering.  Give drink to the cattle.  Take herds to watering hole.  Then moisturize, quench your thirst,
give water, drink.

abrevará
It is an inflection of watering.  It means to give drink to the cattle, drinking, moisturize.

abrevié



It is an inflection of short.  It means doing shorter than normal.  Shortened in time.   Mean shorten, reduce, crop,
synthesize, extract, summarize, accelerate, rush.

abridor
Slang baseball is the Launcher (pitcher) that specializes in start throwing parties.  They are usually a lot of power
pitchers and resources, which can release up to the sixth or seventh inning.  Specialized relevistas launchers close
parties replaced them.  An opener is a key and valuable element in a baseball team.  Star pitcher.

abrigase
It is an inflection of shelter or shelter.  Then cover with a pledge to buy heat and protect themselves from the cold. 
Protect, protect, cover, clothing, wrap, shelter, shelter.

abrigaste
It is a turning point of shelter.  It means clothing, shelter, protect, wrap, arrebozar, protect.

abrigáis
It is a turning point of shelter.  It means clothing, shelter, cover, protect, protect, wrap.  It is also used to mean that you
have a hope, a wish.  Share, save, wait.

abril
Fourth month of the year, has 30 days.  presumably it means opening, home, because that is the time of flowering, early
in spring.  It is also a woman's name, of Latin origin and means which receives the sunlight of spring.

abrilea
It means that the weather has been typical of the month of April.  Inflection of April.  In the case of Colombia, it means
that there is an abundance of rainfall.  Ideal time to sow or start crops.  In the case of areas where there are seasons, it
means that spring is approaching and the weather is starting to improve. 

abriles
It is synonymous with years, age, longevity, life, existence.  Number of years lived by a person.

abrir el ojo
It is a colloquial expression to indicate "be vigilant", "Watch", "take care", "alert".  Watch, watch, watch.  It also means to
analyze, study well its decision.

abriremos
It is an inflection of open.  Then uncover, reconfigured, discover, start, tear, break, split, crack, extend, deploy,
inaugurate.

abrí
It is an inflection of open.  It means discover, uncover, give step, reconfigured, deploy, extend, split, break, splitting.

abro
It is an inflection of open.  It means to give access or step.  Uncover, discover, break, tear, from, extend, deploy.



abrochabas
It is an inflection of abrochar.  It means close button, adjust, belting, PIN.  In Colombia in a colloquial way you mean
harm, damage, impair, damage.

abrochado
In Colombia it means secured with a snap.  A brooch is a bit of dressmaking that consists of two metal parts that are
coupled together and replace the buttons.  It means safe, tied-up, still, that cannot be moved, static.  Some also use it to
mean seems a brush, which is similar to the brush of hairs or bristles.  Colloquial way in Colombia, abrochado fastened
to say that he was without opportunities to defend themselves or with nothing to do (also say "in the pot"). 
Handicapped.

abrocharse el cinturón
In Colombia the expression "fastening your belt" means saving, incurring only the expenses that are extremely
necessary.  Enter a period of austerity.  Sobriety, abstinence, moderation.

abroché
It is an inflection of abrochar.  It means buttoning, join a blouse snaps.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, harm, done
wrong, leave no choice to someone.

abrochó
It is an inflection of abrochar.  Mean adjusted using the pins.  Buttoning, sign up, close, adjust, belting, PIN.  In Colombia
is also used in colloquial manner to mean harm, damage, damage, ruin, damage, damage.

abroga
Inflection of abrogate, which means suspend, abolish, annul, revoke. 

abrogada
It is a turning point of appeal. Means to abolish, repeal.

abrogar
In law .  it means to suspend, to render null and void, to render void a custom or a law, by means of an administrative
act or a legal provision. 

abrogas
It is a turning point of appeal.  It means abolish, repeal.  It is suspending the effects of a rule or law, leave without
validity.

abroncó
Any tell turn bronco, go wild.  It is an inflection of abroncar which means to rebuke with rudeness, scold, send or fustigar
with much authority and severity.  Yell, whistle, whistle, Boo.

abrotoñe
It is an inflection of abrotoñar.  It means sprout, sprout again, birth, manar, grow, go, appear, greenup.



abrotos
That it has no end.  It means immortal, imperishable, eternal, perpetual, perennial, lasting.

abrucena
It is the name of a municipality in Spain.  It belongs to the Province of Almería (Comarca de Los Filabres-Tabernas),
Andalusia.  It is a very mountainous area.  Initially it was a Roman camp, called Apricius or Lauricius.  It has also been
called Laurisana or Lauricena.  The name is of Latin origin (meaning that it comes from Abruzzo, the region of northern
Italy or that resembles it because of the mountainousness) 

abrumante
It is overwhelming. Overwhelming is an adjective used in Colombia and has the meaning of oppressive, distressing,
suffocating, atosigante, hastiante, awkward, boring, oppressor.

abruzos
It is the name of a mountainous central region of Italy, coastal with the Adriatic Sea.  The most important city of the
region is Pescara, Name of some mountains of that same region.  It is called the Green Region of Europe, in it there are
3 National Parks.  It can mean wild boar land or sloping terrain.

absalom o absalón
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means Father and Lord of Peace.  Name of a son (the third) of King
David, according to the Holy Bible.   . 

absalón
It is a name of male of biblical and Hebrew origin, meaning "Lord of peace and father.  The name of the third son of King
David, Joab died.

abscesos
Plural da abscess.  Abscesses are accumulations of matter or pus due to the action of antibodies in the presence of an
infection.  They can be external, also called skin or internal.  When pus oozing ulcers are called.  In Colombia also we
say grains or chucharos.

abscopal
It is a word of Latin roots meaning outside of the object or purpose.  Off target or target.  It is a term used in cancer
medicine.  It is actually a beneficial effect that occurs in cancer treatments with radiation therapy, in the sense of
reducing or erasing tumors that are not within the irradiated area but outside it (tumors from other areas). 

absenta
It is the name of an alcoholic beverage with wormwood essence.  Wormwood liqueur.  Wormwood-based aperitif. 

absidiolo
Means arranged on the sides of the head, apse and nave of a church.  Domes, vaults and apse or secondary bow. 
Ships or alternate or secondary construction of a chapel.  Ships or secondary structures of a church.  They are usually a
little smaller than the main and tend to be built in odd number.

absolución



It means forgiveness, pardon, discharge, indulgence, rehabilitation.  Statement made by the one who imparts justice, in
which he affirms that who had been accused is innocent.  Forgiveness of sins made by the priest to whom he confesses.
 Action of absolving, which means to forgive, to pardon. 

absorto
It means stunned, surprised, shocked, stunned, lelo.  That was left stiff and silent in surprise.

abstemio
It means that it does not consume alcoholic beverages.  Sober, morigerado, moderate, frugal, continent.


